Transforming data, modeling, and decision-making paradigms for water resources management

ABSTRACT: Water resources management relies on data collection and modeling for decision-making. Recent technological developments in environmental sensing and computing have allowed us to rethink the traditional paradigms and methods. This talk will discuss some of our experiments to—acquire novel data, integrate satellite and aerial remote sensing data in water system management at different spatial scales, and develop a framework that enhances the explainability of system-of-systems models.

With the current computing infrastructure, high-resolution and high-frequency satellite data can be leveraged to understand the dynamic performance of distributed pollution mitigation strategies within a watershed. Such dynamic performance metrics can be integrated with numerical models on watershed scales to simulate the fate-and-transport of pollutants better. On a smaller field scale, assimilation of parameters such as evapotranspiration from aerial imaging in numerical models can help reduce complexity and data requirement and instead rely on surrogate parameters. Using this representation, we can construct a series of one-dimensional models to represent field-scale heterogeneity that is often hard to model, even using complex three-dimensional models.

A critical aspect of modeling for water resources is stakeholder trust-building. The explainability of models is crucial to trust-building. However, explainability is often not central to water systems modeling, particularly when different domains are involved, and system-of-systems models are required. We have developed a deeply integrated systems (DIS) modeling framework that combines ideas from probabilistic graphical models with system-of-systems modeling and seamlessly incorporates stakeholder knowledge and emergent model explainability.
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